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Predicting clinical response to checkpoint blockade immunotherapy is a major

challenge in oncology. In the case of melanoma, we show how prediction is

improved with the use of averaging, a simple ensembling method in machine

learning. We report +3.7 percent improvement of the best response predictor

(from AUC=0.81 to AUC=0.84), on a clinical dataset of 70 patients.
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1 Introduction

Immunotherapies are promising ways to address cancer. They provide long-term benefit,

with fewer side-effects. They work by leveraging the immune system against cancer cells.

However, they don’t work all the time. In order to elect patients and overcome cancer

resistance, it’s important to predict and understand clinical response.

Among immunotherapies, immune checkpoint blockade inhibitors (ICB) are an impor-

tant class. And among cancers, melanoma is a common and widely studied case of solid

tumor. Therefore, clinical response to ICB treatment of melanoma is the focus of this paper.
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There are many predictors of ICB response (for a recent survey, see [1]) in the case of

melanoma, most of them relying on bulk RNA-seq from the tumor. Two of them, IMPRES

[2] and TIDE [3], have simultaneously been published in August 2018 [4], each reporting

state-of-the-art performance. Since then, these two predictors have not been beaten in any

more recent benchmark.

In this paper, we compare IMPRES, TIDE, and the average of the two. Ensembling meth-

ods are classical in machine learning (see [5] for a survey), and averaging is a simple case.

Ensembling methods have not been applied to the prediction of clinical response to ICB

yet, and that is the originality of this paper.

2 Data

The dataset comprises 70 melanoma patients in total: 42 patients treated with ICB anti-

CTLA4 ipilimumab (Yervoy by Bristol-Myers Squibb) [6], and 28 patients treated with

ICB anti-PD1 pembrolizumab (Keytruda by Merck Sharp & Dohme) or nivolumab (Opdivo

by Bristol-Myers Squibb) [7].

For computing TIDE scores, we use the TIDE web application (http://tide.dfci.

harvard.edu/ [Accessed: April, 30 2019]). For IMPRES scores and data labels, we use

IMPRES results [2, Supplementary Table 9], except that we relabeled ”long-survival” as

”responder”. The rationale for this modification [8] is that some patients who get pseudo-

progression might be classified as non-responder by RECIST [9], but they will still benefit

from immunotherapy.

3 IMPRES

Immuno-predictive score (IMPRES) is a predictor of ICB response in melanoma, which

encompasses 15 pairwise transcriptomics relations between 28 immune checkpoint genes.

IMPRES was discovered by comparing RNA-seq data from neuroblastoma (another type

of cancer) patients having spontaneous regression, with those having progressing disease.
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4 TIDE

TIDE is a gene signature measuring Tumor Immune Dysfunction and Exclusion. Immune

dysfunction is measured by looking at correlations between cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL)

level, patient survival, and gene expression.

Immune exclusion is measured by looking at the expression profiles of cell types known

to restrict T cell infiltration in tumors, namely cancer-associated fibroblasts, myeloid-

derived suppressor cells and the M2 subtype of tumor-associated macrophages.

TIDE is a combination of both immune dysfunction and exclusion signatures.

5 Average predictor IMPRES+TIDE

We compute the z-scores of IMPRES and TIDE, respectively, which gives new scores with

average zero and variance 1. This normalizes scores. Then we perform their arithmetic

mean, which gives the averaged (ensembled) predictor IMPRES+TIDE. See the table in

the supplementary material for details.

6 Result

AUC ROC

IMPRES 0.76

TIDE 0.81

Avg. IMPRES+TIDE 0.84

We find that the average predictor IMPRES+TIDE brings +3.7% AUC-ROC improve-

ment to the best predictor, TIDE (AUC-ROC is the Area Under the Receiver Operating

Characteristic Curve). This happens despite that IMPRES has 6% lower AUC-ROC than

TIDE.

7 Further directions

Using a larger dataset is the first direction of further study. The IMPRES paper [2] reported

297 samples, but the potential is much larger, given the recent growth of clinical trials in

immuno-therapy [10], and of ICB use in the clinic.
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Using a larger ensemble of predictors is another direction. There are at least 50 ICB out-

come predictors in total [11, p.991], which use tumor bulk RNA-seq as input. In particular,

we did not include the recent [11] predictor in our benchmark, despite that it reports state-

of-the-art performance, because of the lack of response by [11] authors to issues we raised

on Github [12].

More complex ensemble methods can be used: bagging, boosting, and so on [5].

Finally, benchmarking and ensembling predictors of response to combination therapies

should be done.

8 Conclusion

We showed how averaging can improve the prediction of the clinical response to Immune

Checkpoint Blockade. This opens new research directions in this area.
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